Names for containers for foods, quantities and money (Oxford picture dictionary pages 12, 13)

1.

carton

a carton of milk
a carton of eggs

18.

bar

a bar of soap
a candy bar
an ice cream bar

2.

container

a container of butter
a container of yogurt

19.

cup

a cup of oil
a cup of coffee

3.

bottle

a bottle of ketchup
a bottle of oil
a bottle of juice

20.

glass

a glass of milk

4.

package

a package of cookies
a package of muffins
a package of hot dogs

21.

slice

a slice of pizza
a slice of bread
a slice of lemon

5.

stick

a stick of butter
a stick of gum

22.

piece

a piece of pie

6.

tub

a tub of butter

23.

bowl

a bowl of soup

7.

loaf

a loaf of bread

24.

spray can

a can of hair spray
a can of spray starch

8.

bag

a bag of chips
a bag of flour

9.

10.

jar

can

one dollar bill = $1.00
25.

dollar bills

a jar of peanut butter
a jar of mayonnaise
a jar of coffee

26.

coins

a can of soup
a can of tune
a can of soda

27.

nickel
dime

roll

a roll of aluminum foil
a roll of toilet paper

28.

12.

box

a box of crackers
a box of cereal
a box of pasta

29.

six pack

a six pack of soda (Coke)

14.

pump

pump in the soap

15.

tube

a tube of toothpaste

16.

pack

a pack of gum

17.

book

a book of matches
a book of stamps

penny= 1 cent
nickels, dimes, quarters
nickel = 5 cents = $ .05

11.

13.

five dollar bill= $5.00,
ten dollar bill= $10.00
twenty dollar bill = $20.00

dime = ten cents = $.10
quarter = 25 cents = $.25

quarter

